ADVENTURE
TIN -

3 days

Evidence
(This should
include photos
if possible and
a write up of
at least 100
words).

Authenticate
(To whom
should I send
my evidence
to be authenticated).

UNDERSTANDING OTHERS

SKILLS

80% on target

1 time

10 Hours

(Represent your house or
the College in a performance at least one time).

(Achieve 80% on target from a
Summer 1 or 2 data-capture in
Year 7).

(Take part in a one-off event that serves
others in the College, local or wider community).

Dedicate at least 10 hours to
learning a new skill (learn a skill –
this can be attending a club either inside or outside of school)

Attend the Year 7
residential. If you
didn’t attend the
residential then another adventurous
activity of at least 3
days, with an overnight stay, would
count.

You must have represented your house or the College in a fixture or event
where you have been a
competitor / performer.
Examples include football
team, lego event, RSC,
drama performance, green
power etc.

You can either scan a copy of
your data capture and upload it
or write out your subjects,
grades and targets out in the
written section.

Have volunteered your time at least once
for the benefit of others. This can include
being a tutor rep, helping at a house charity
event, being a guide for new Year 7 students etc.

If you have attended a Performance Academy club this year
then this would count. Also any
other clubs that you have attended outside of school for at least
10 hours e.g. scouts, tennis,
choir, drama. The 10 hours must
be in a similar discipline.

Your tutor.

To a member of staff who
led you on this event.

Your tutor.

To a member of staff who led you on this
event. If this event was outside of College
you need to bring in evidence to show your
tutor who will then authenticate your request.

To a member of staff who led you
on this event. If this event was
outside of College you need to
bring in evidence to show your
tutor who will then authenticate
your request.

This is not an
exhaustive list
TIN –

LEARNING

1 time

Criteria

TIN –

PERFORMANCE

